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ID Chinese Trad. Pinyin English Definition

13 者 zhě

(after a verb or adjective) one who (is) ...; (after a noun)
person involved in ...; -er; -ist; (used after a number or 后
to refer to sth mentioned previously); (used after a term,
to mark a pause before defining the term); (old) (used at
the end of a command); (old) this

14 地 de -ly; structural particle: used before a verb or adjective,
linking it to preceding modifying adverbial adjunct

1 寒 hán cold; poor; to tremble

9 共 gòng common; general; to share; together; total; altogether;
abbr. for 共产党 , Communist party

19 然 rán correct; right; so; thus; like this; -ly

17 先 xiān early; prior; former; in advance; first

2 假 叚 jiǎ fake; false; artificial; to borrow; if; suppose; variant of 假 ;
to borrow

21 绿 綠 lǜ green

12 或 huò maybe; perhaps; might; possibly; or

8 公 gōng

public; collectively owned; common; international (e.g.
high seas, metric system, calendar); make public; fair;
just; Duke, highest of five orders of nobility 五等爵位 ;
honorable (gentlemen); father-in-law; male (animal)

18 站 zhàn station; to stand; to halt; to stop; branch of a company or
organization; website

10 汽 qì steam; vapor

11 车 車 chē surname Che; car; vehicle; Classifiers: 辆 ; machine; to
shape with a lathe

20 后 後 hòu surname Hou; empress; queen; back; behind; rear;
afterwards; after; later

4 机 機 jī
surname Ji; machine; engine; opportunity; intention;
aircraft; pivot; crucial point; flexible (quick-witted);
organic; Classifiers: 台

24 蓝 藍 lán surname Lan; blue; indigo plant
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15 铁 ô tiě surname Tie; iron (metal); arms; weapons; hard; strong;
violent; unshakeable; determined; close; tight (slang)

7 坐 zuò surname Zuo; to sit; to take a seat; to take (a bus,
airplane etc); to bear fruit; variant of 座

6 场 場, 塲 cháng threshing floor; classifier for events and happenings:
spell, episode, bout; variant of 场

5 票 piào
ticket; ballot; banknote; Classifiers: 张 ; person held for
ransom; amateur performance of Chinese opera;
classifier for groups, batches, business transactions

27 打 dǎ
to beat; to strike; to hit; to break; to type; to mix up; to
build; to fight; to fetch; to make; to tie up; to issue; to
shoot; to calculate; to play (a game); since; from

31 送 sòng to deliver; to carry; to give (as a present); to present
(with); to see off; to send

26 烦 煩 fán to feel vexed; to bother; to trouble; superfluous and
confusing; edgy

3 飞 飛 fēi to fly

28 出 齣 chū

to go out; to come out; to occur; to produce; to go
beyond; to rise; to put forth; to happen; classifier for
dramas, plays, operas etc; variant of 出 (classifier for
plays or chapters of classical novels)

29 租 zū to hire; to rent; to charter; to rent out; to lease out; rent;
land tax

30 Z 開 kāi
to open; to start; to turn on; to boil; to write out (a
prescription, check, invoice etc); to operate (a vehicle);
carat (gold); abbr. for Kelvin, Z尔文 , book format

16 走 zǒu

to walk; to go; to run; to move (of vehicle); to visit; to
leave; to go away; to die (euph.); from; through; away (in
compound verbs, such as 撤走 ); to change (shape, form,
meaning)

23 Y �, 冣 zuì variant of Y ; old variant of Y ; most; the most; -est
(superlative suffix)

22 线 綫, 線 xiàn variant of 线 ; thread; string; wire; line; Classifiers: 条
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25 麻 蔴 má

variant of 麻 ; hemp; surname Ma; generic name for
hemp, flax etc; hemp or flax fiber for textile materials;
sesame; Classifiers: 缕 ; (of materials) rough or coarse;
pocked; pitted; to have pins and needles or tingling; to
feel numb


